Bewley 14, Theorem l] proved an infinite dimensional equilibrium existence theorem which is a significant extension of the classical finite dimensional theorem of Arrow and Debreu [ 11. The assumptions on technology and preferences are natural and applicable in a wide variety of cases. The proof is based on a limit argument that makes direct use of the existence of equilibrium in the finite dimensional case.
1. INTR~OUCTION Bewley 14, Theorem l] proved an infinite dimensional equilibrium existence theorem which is a significant extension of the classical finite dimensional theorem of Arrow and Debreu [ 11. The assumptions on technology and preferences are natural and applicable in a wide variety of cases. The proof is based on a limit argument that makes direct use of the existence of equilibrium in the finite dimensional case.
This paper establishes the existence of equilibrium under assumptions which are essentially the same as those given by Bewley, with the additional assumption that the preference orderings of consumers are representable by real valued utility functions. This approach is related to the welfare approach of Negishi [9] and Arrow and Hahn [2, Chap. 51 in the finite dimensional case and simplifies the approach originally adopted by Bewley [5] . In addition to making clear the role played by each of the assumptions in establishing the existence of equilibrium, this approach has the merit of constructing directly a certain real valued function that is maximised at an equilibrium, a result that provides a powerful tool in the analysis of qualitative properties of an equilibrium.
A model of resource allocation in continuous time over an infinite horizon that may be viewed as an application of the model that follows is given in 181.
THE ECONOMY
In formulating the model of the economy I shall follow the notation of Bewley [4] and Debreu [6] . The commodity space 7" is the space of essentially bounded vector valued functions defined on a a-finite measure space (I, ~771) 7 = rik(I, 3, II) = {c E API ess sup ]] C(s)]] < co 1, where ..& denotes the space of Rk-valued (k > I), .?'-measurable functions defined on (I, 7). Prices will be elements of the space of bounded additive set functions, the norm dual of 7 -7 '* = (Y&(Z, 2, A))*.
Theorem 3.1 establishes the existence of an equilibrium with prices in 7 '*. The reader is referred to Bewley's paper (4, Theorems 2, 31 for additional assumptions ensuring that an equilibrium can be supported by prices drawn from Each of the rz consumers in the economy is characterised by a consumption set Xi c 2' ., a preference ordering ki on Xi, and an endowment of exogenously given resources wi E 7. and ownership shares 8ija 0 in the profits of firms. All profits of firms are distributed to consumers so that zyzl o,= 1, j= l)...) m. Each of the m producers is characterised by a production set Yj c 2'.. An allocation for the economy is a specification of the consumption xi E 7 of each consumer (i = l,..., n) and the production yj E 7. of each producer (j = I,..., m). An allocation will be written as 
Let a(7 'n+m, 7 "* + ") denote the topology on 7 'JI+~ which is the product of the a(7 ., 7 ") topologies on ?' . . By A.l, B.l, and (2) ST is W 'n+m, 7 .rn+m ) closed. By B.2 and (2), 5 is bounded in the product of the norm topologies. Thus, Y is a(?'"+", ?'-'n+m) compact. For U, U' E R" let u > U' denote ui > u;, i = l,..., n. By A.3(i) and (4), for fixed C E R", , is a nonempty family of ~$7 'n+m, 7 .'n+m) closed subsets of X, which, since u induces an ordering which is complete and transitive on X", has the finite intersection property. Since Y is o(F-"+~, 7 ."'+,) compact there exists YE flL,& {z E ,i7] U(Z) > u(z')}. Since utility is disposable by the argument given above, we may assume u(I) = Eu' for some E > 0, so that rEFv-l.Fg*. Let (u') denote the ray from the origin through J; then (u') n CJ,* # 0. Thus the map f: CT,* + I'$ defined by is onto. By (5) and the definition of U,*, f is one-to-one. Since Cj'=, ui > min( 27, ,..., z7,} > 0, Vu E CJ$, f is continuous. For U, u' E R" let u > u' denote u > u,!, i = l,..., n, ui > uj for some j. Let ( uk }," , be a sequence in U,* such that uk + u and let u* E (u) n U,*. Suppose U* # U. If I(* <: u, then uk > U* for some k contradicting U* E Uz. If u < u*, then u'( < u * for some k contradicting uk E U$. Thus U$ is closed. Suppose iJ,* is not bounded. Vi(U, f) = max(O, ui -tJp> Cj"=, max(O, nj -tj/p) ' a < /3 < co, i = I,..., n,
with v(v, t) = (v,(u, t) ,..., v,(u, t)).
3.4 LEMMA. (i) v(u, t): V;t: x T-+ c is a continuous function on V; x T.
7 '
dence(ii) 7(t). j '$ + T is an upper semicontinuous convex valued corresponProof. Part (i) follows by noting that for all t E T, x1=, (t,/P) < XI= 1 (I ti I/P) < a/P < 1, so that ,$,max(o,L+>i~, (+=I-~,~>0
for all (0, t) E V$ x T.
(ii) For fixed v E V$', let (x, u), (x', ~7') E y(v); then p E X(X, r) implies p E X(X', J') and d,(x, ~7) = dp(x', 4~'). It s&ices to note that pxi < pxi for some i and (or) pyj > pyj for some j contradicts P(X -y) = p(x' -y') =pw implied by (1). Thus X(X, JJ) = X(X', ~7') and r(v) = d(x, y) for arbitrary fixed (x, J) E y(v). Since 7c(x, y) is convex, d(x, y), and thus r(v), is convex.
Let { (rr, r")}F= , c 3; = ((u, r) 1 r E r(v), v E Kj } such that (v', 9) + (v, r) as s -+ co. Since V$ is closed, v E q and it remains to show that r E r(v). By definition (v', r') E 37 implies that there exist (x5, ~7') E y(v") and p" E r&P, J+) such that 
Since XI=, r: = 0, rk -+ r implies Cy=, ri = 0 and since p(x -(y + w)) = 0, it follows that x1=, (pxi -ri -p(wi + Cy! I 8, yj)) = 0. Thus since ui(xi) = pi, (12) applied to xi gives (9) . Then (9) and (12) Proof. Since V$ x T is a nonempty compact convex subset of R2" and since 4 = 17 x f, as a product of upper semicontinuous mappings of F$ X T into V,* and T, respectively, is an upper semicontinuous mapping of I$ X T into V,* x T [3, p. 114, Theorem 4'1 such that $(u, t) # 0 and convex V(u, t) E k$ x T, by Kakutani's theorem [3, p. 174) 4 has a fixed point (v, t) so that t' = ~(0, t), t E r(u). Thus uui = max(O, ui -ti/p) i = l,..., n where u = x:1=, max(O, ui -tJj3) > 0 by (7) . If vi(u, t) = 0, then ti = 0; if vi(t), t) > 0, then ti = P(a -1) ui so that ti have the same sign for i = l,..., n. Since t E T, x1=, ti = 0 so that ti = 0, i = l,..., n. Consider any (x, y) E y(v). Since ui(.) is lower semicontinuous in the norm topology (A.3(ii)) there exists 0 < ,I < 1 such that ui(xi(A)) > ai( But (13) implies px,(A) < pxi. contradicting p E X(X, y). Thus (x, y, p) is a competitive equilibrium and the proof of the theorem is complete. 1
